Information & Decision Solutions professionals are experts in combining information and business knowledge to create innovative solutions that change the way P&G runs business and takes decisions. Information & Decision Solutions combines information and technology to bring commercial advantage in a global business environment.

As Intern, you will have the opportunity to join this function leading a small project managing the schedule, the interaction with colleagues and eventually with external partners with full accountability for project success and contribution.

Your job responsibilities will be defined through the scope of your internship project. You will be required to:

- Proactively search for improved ways to run business processes and/or applications
- Manage your own time effectively and eventually coordinate others and/or contractors
- Build collaborative relationships with people you need to interact with
- Proactively communicate the status of the project, activities and help to remove roadblocks
- Build your own capability through the job experience, coaching/training for skills and business/technologies/applications knowledge building.

During the internship you will be assigned a tutor to coach you during the entire duration of the project, a training plan to enable you to succeed and you'll have daily access to experienced colleagues for mentoring and coaching.

**We are looking for**

- Strong academic results
- Graduates with a strong interest in both business and technology.
- Strong leadership, innovation and interpersonal collaboration skills
- Analytical skills very important, specific technical mastery will be appreciated but is not mandatory
- Good command of the English language is a must, local language is a plus.

**How to apply:** Click here ➔ Information & Decision Solutions Analyst - Internships in Greece - (m/f) - IDS00001099 ➔ Apply Online